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The King of Speech

How Arnold Palmer became master of the media

$20 where sold

GIFT GUIDE

Stonehouse
Desk caddie
Why not bring the beauty of the golf course to your desk with
the Stonehouse Desk Caddie keepsake box? Perfect for storing
your personal belongings, or even the remote controls in your
TV room. Each caddie box features a rich mahogany finish, is
velvet lined and showcases a mini-edition from the Stonehouse
Golf Collection.
stonehousegolf.com

Reel

GIFT GUIDE

Stylmartin

Drew Estate

Cafe Racer Boots

Negra Cigar

Stylmartin’s Rocket boots were created
in the spirit of the vintage military,
but they deliver all of the modern
comfort and performace demanded
by today’s motorcyclists and others in
need of beautiful, fashionable, durable
footwear. Made using dark chocolate,
full-grain leather, these are great
cool-weather boots, featuring a triple
fastening system, breathable internal
membrane, water-repellant thread
for external stitching and semi-rigid
thermoplastic inserts placed around the
most vulnerable parts of the foot for
protection. Classic all the way.

The clever folk at Drew Estate have
taken the art of blending premium
cigars to new heights of innovation. To
produce the ‘Negra’ they carefully and
slowly infused ultra rich nicaraguan
tobaccos with the very best coﬀee
essences from the fertile, lush
mountains of Jinotega and Matagalpa.
Great anytime.
drewestate.com

stylmartin.it

Spectrum LT
With its ultra-light rigid frame, the
Spectrum LT from Sage delivers the
kind of power and smoothness one
would expect from a larger system,
thanks to its fantastic engineering
and One Revolution Drag Knob—high
performance fly fishing without the bulk
or weight.

Baseball Bat
C271 America

sageflyfish.com

Rubber B
Watch strap
If you own a fine timepiece and need a rubber strap for skin,
aesthetic or active reasons then make sure you invest in the
best. Rubber B is the original and the only rubber strap for
Rolex watches actually made in Switzerland. They also make
straps to fit Patek Phillip, Jaeger Le Coutre and countless other
fine brands. Beware of cheap imitations; Rubber B ’s genuine
vulcanized rubber meets FDA and BVGG specifications, is non
toxic, non marking, non allergen and does not produce odor.
With age, a Rubber B strap develops a natural “patina”, making
it seem darker and satin finished as if personalized to you.

Louisville Slugger’s most popular
turning model at Major League level,
the C271 is the base for all medium
barrel turning model bats. The new
version features a split finish with a
navy handle and natural barrel, along
with red branding inspired by the Stars
and Stripes. With consistent hardness,
a standard handle, medium barrel and
max knob taper, power hitters and
contact hitters alike can play America’s
game with America’s bat, made
exclusively with MLB-grade wood.
slugger.com

Rubberb.com
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